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ABSTRACT
Camera specifications have become smaller and smaller, accompanied with great strides in technology and thinner product demands, which have led to some challenges and problems. One of those problems is that the image quality is reduced at the same time. The decrement of radius lens is also a cause leading to the sensor not absorbing a sufficient amount of light, resulting in captured images which include more noise. Moreover, current image sensors cannot preserve whole dynamic range in the real world. This paper proposes a Histogram Based Exposure Time Selection (HBETS) method to automatically adjust the proper exposure time of each lens for different scenes. In order to guarantee at least two valid reference values for High Dynamic Range (HDR) image processing, we adopt the proposed weighting function that restrains random distributed noise caused by micro-lens and produces a high quality HDR image. In addition, an integrated tone mapping methodology, which keeps all details in bright and dark parts when compressing the HDR image to Low Dynamic Range (LDR) image for display on monitors, is also proposed. Eventually, we implement the entire system on Adlink MXC-6300 platform that can reach 10 fps to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed technology.
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INTRODUCTION
With the rapid progress of digital camera technology, high resolution and high quality images are what people pursue nowadays. However, currently, a high level digital camera developed to capture high resolution images cannot retain the entire information that is perceptible to the human eye for certain sceneries. For instance, a scene which contains a sunlit and dusky region will have a dynamic range (i.e. the ratio between the lightest and darkest luminance) that surpasses 100,000. High dynamic range imaging techniques provide a wider dynamic range than the ones captured by traditional digital cameras. Some photography factories develop high sensitivity sensors, such as Charge Coupled Device (CCD) or Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) digital sensors, and design higher level data conversion into digital cameras. Since these hardware designs are too expensive to purchase, engineers have proposed High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) techniques, which is a popular technique in recent years to overcome the problem s mentioned above.\textsuperscript{1-6}, and which aims to reproduce images that accurately depict all the details in the extreme scene. There are two different ways to construct HDR images: first, developing a particular HDR sensor which can store larger dynamic range of the scene, and second, recovering real world luminance of the scenes (called radiance map) through multiple exposure images taken by standard cameras.

After a HDR image is generated, one problem is that general monitors and displays have limitations on the dynamic ranges. A tone mapping operator is developed to compress the high dynamic range images to low dynamic range images for display on conventional monitors. Capturing multiple exposure images on the same scene and blending these photographs into HDR image are part of the general approach in this field of research. One of the methods used to accomplish this is called bracketing\textsuperscript{7-11}, which captures lots of different-exposure images with no pixels overexposed or under-exposed. Benjamin Guthier et al.\textsuperscript{12} exploited pre-established HDR radiance histograms to derive the exposure time, which satisfies the user-defined shape of the Low Dynamic Range (LDR) histogram. An approach which estimates the HDR histogram of the scene and selects appropriate exposure
times for LDR images has been proposed by O. Gallo et al.\textsuperscript{13}.

HDR image processing technology can mainly be classified into two methods, which are exposure fusion and recovery of high dynamic range radiance maps. Both approaches require multiple exposed photographs to reproduce higher quality and clearer images. Image fusion technologies\textsuperscript{14–17} have been developed for several years, which include depth-of-field extension\textsuperscript{18}, image enhancement\textsuperscript{19}, and multi-resolution image fusion\textsuperscript{20}. Fusion of multi-exposure images\textsuperscript{16}, as proposed by Goshtasby et al., is a popular approach to reproduce high quality images but it cannot handle the boundary of objects perfectly. Exposure fusion technology, proposed by Mertens et al.\textsuperscript{14}, generates an ideal image by preserving the perfect portion of the multiple different exposure images. Fusion process technique, as described by Burt and Adelson\textsuperscript{21}, transforms the domain of the image and adopts multiple resolutions generated by pyramidal image decomposition. The main purpose of multi-resolution is to avoid seams. The one proposed by Debevec et al.\textsuperscript{22}, which is the most widely used in the field of high dynamic range image generation, uses differently exposed photographs to recover the camera response function and blends multiple exposed images into a single high dynamic range radiance map.

The final stage of the HDR imaging system is the tone mapping that is required to compress the HDR image into a LDR one. The tone mapping approaches can be classified into two categories: local tone mapping and global tone mapping. Fattal et al.\textsuperscript{23} proposed a local tone mapping method called gradient domain HDR compression; this method is based on the changes of luminance in HDR image. It uses different levels of attenuation to compress HDR according to the magnitude of the gradient. A global tone mapping method, called linear mapping approach, has also been proposed by Reinhard et al.\textsuperscript{24}.

In this paper, we develop a HDR imaging algorithm and evaluate its implementation for a 4x1 camera array, with more implementation details and additional experimental results than our previous work\textsuperscript{25}. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed algorithm that combines a Histogram Based Exposure Time Selection (HBETS), new weighting function, and integrated tone mapping. Section 3 presents experimental results and performance analysis, and lastly, Section 4 and Section 5 consist of the conclusions and discussion.

**PROPOSED METHOD**

In order to achieve a high quality and HDR imaging system, we propose a system that can deal with higher noises of the LDR images captured by using micro camera arrays. In addition, by using the proposed algorithm, all details in the extreme scene can be completely preserved. The design flow of the overall system is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed algorithm is composed of many stages for different purposes. The upper part represents the initialization of system, and the others indicate multi-exposure HDR imaging generation and tone mapping. Firstly, appropriate images are chosen for producing high quality HDR images in the HBETS. Secondly, in the HDR generation stage, the new weighting function is used. Finally, through the tone mapping stage, pixel values of HDR image over 255 must be compressed for showing. The details of each stage of the proposed work are presented in the following paragraphs.

**Image Alignment**

An image alignment, which consists of the mathematical relationships that map pixel coordinates from source images to target image, is used due to the fact that each camera in camera array has its own viewpoint. A feature-based method is adopted to accomplish image alignment, which is described below. The feature point, which has information about the position and its descriptor, is extracted from images. We can recognize the similarity among these features in different images by the feature descriptors. A homography matrix using a 3x3 coordinate transformation matrix is adopted for calibrating images to the same coordinate system. Only eight elements are needed in light of a two-dimensional image, as shown in Equation (1). The relationship between the original coordinate and the objective coordinate is represented by Equation (2) and Equation (3).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
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  y' \\
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\]

\[
x' = \frac{h_{11}x + h_{12}y + h_{13}}{h_{31}x + h_{32}y + 1},
\]

\[
y' = \frac{h_{21}x + h_{22}y + h_{23}}{h_{31}x + h_{32}y + 1}
\]

\[
X = \frac{x'}{z'}, \quad Y = \frac{y'}{z'}, \quad z = 1
\]
Brown and Lowe used SIFT algorithm (abbreviated from Scale Invariant Feature Transform) to extract and match feature points among images, as shown in Figure 2. In order to determine a homography matrix between two images and calculate an aligned image, RANSAC (abbreviated from RANdom SAMple Consensus) was proposed as a technique. As illustrated in Figure 3, view 2 image is aligned to the coordinate of view 1 image by using SIFT.

**Histogram Based Exposure Time Selection (HBETS)**

Automatic exposure bracketing is the most commonly used method for capturing multiple different exposure images, but this approach may not entirely preserve details in the scene. For instance, if the pixel values in the source image are under-exposed or over-exposed, the information of these pixels will be lost. In general, capturing and storing images involve a process of photon accumulation; the longer the exposure time required, the greater the number of photons the sensor senses. This means that the pixel values in the image are directly proportional with exposure time. Hence, we propose to use the distribution of image histogram to control multiple exposure time for HDR generation. Figure 3 shows the histograms of the image sequence, with the exposure time increasing from Figure 4 (a) to (f). The luminance values in the red and green box regions increase until those are over-exposed. Figure 3 demonstrates that the pixels in the red box region in the shortest exposure histogram may probably be noise and are saturated in the following three images. This situation results in image distortion, as shown in the red block of Figure 6. Hence, the proposed approach mainly aims to give two effective pixel values for each pixel.

Based on the techniques mentioned above, this paper proposes an algorithm called HBETS in order to choose suitable source images for generating the HDR images. The flowchart of the proposed HBETS algorithm is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Let us take an example of camera array with four cameras to describe the proposed HBETS method. Firstly, an exposure time that cannot include any pixel value over 0.9 times $L_{max}$ for camera 1 is used. After the exposure time control of camera 1 is completed, the number of pixels that are over 0.1 times $L_{max}$ of image 1 is computed. Secondly, exposure time is increased to remap pixels between 0.1 times $L_{max}$ and $L_{max}$ of image 1 to pixels between threshold and $L_{max}$ of image 2. The number of pixels that are over 0.1 times $L_{max}$ of image 2 are calculated. Thirdly, exposure time of camera 3 adopts the same approach, but some decision is added to avoid dark regions in the scene that cannot be captured entirely. If the number of pixels over 0.1 times $L_{max}$ in image 3 does not exceed 50% of the total amount of pixels, the exposure time will increase until it exceeds 50% of the total amount of pixels. In order to control the exposure time of camera 4, the same approach is used as described above. Thus, through the proposed HBETS technique, the HDR images are generated using the appropriate source images.

Figure 9 shows the generated HDR image using the source images captured by the proposed HBETS method. Comparing Figure 9 with Figure 6, we can see that the red box region in Figure 9 has a higher performance than that of Figure 6, after adopting HBETS to guarantee two effective pixel values (one of
which is a redundant pixel value as a remedy to suppress the noise effect) and to construct a higher quality HDR image.

**HDR Generation for Image Continuity**

This paper proposes the idea of using a new weighting function to enhance image quality and adopting two methods for reducing noises (one makes use of image filter, and the other detects the noise from the image sequence and eliminates it).

The camera response function curve $g(x)$ has an intense slope near the maximum and minimum pixel values, so $g(x)$ is considered to be less smooth and more inaccurate near these two sides. To overcome this, Debevec et al. proposed the triangle weighting function that highlights the importance of the middle pixel values. In the case of different exposures, short exposure images generally have larger noise than long exposure images. The micro camera array composed of small lens receives less light than the common cameras. The ISO value of the micro camera should be increased for enhancement. However, noise is also amplified.

Images having low light source or short exposure that are captured by the micro lens have inherent noise. Debevec's weighting function assigns the pixel values close to 128 relative to high weight. In other words, high brightness noise values caused by low brightness region lead to the low quality result with high weight given by the weighting function. For example, the pixel value of noise 100 in short exposure becomes 190 in the corresponding long exposure image. After applying the process of the Debevec's weighting function, the noise dominates the pixel value. Therefore,
the resulting pixel value is not the realistic luminance. In order to overcome these challenges, this paper proposes a new weighting function to enhance HDR image quality. As described in Equation (7) and Figure 10, the luminance that is located in the high center is given a strong weight because the noise in this range is relatively low. Hence, this weighting function can suppress more noises than Debevec’s weighting function does, as seen by the result image shown in Figure 11, where Figure 11 (a) uses the weighting function proposed by Debevec, and Figure 11 (b) uses the proposed weighting function.

In merging the different source images with the above mentioned weighting function, a part of the noise can be eliminated by the proposed new weighting function. However, the other part of noise is slight and still needs a solution. Therefore, we utilized Gaussian filter and Laplacian filter to de-noise and enhance image for further improvement of image quality.

(a) Gaussian kernel

Gaussian filter is the most commonly used filter in the field of image processing, and is often used to reduce image noise. The aim of applying Gaussian filter is to obtain a smoother image through a convolution of images with a normal Gaussian distribution model. A 3x3 Gaussian kernel is used to achieve this target as shown in Table 1 (a). Then, we adopt Laplacian filter to further enhance the image quality by strengthening the region that changes rapidly, such as edges, and making the image clearer, as shown in Table 1 (b). Theoretically, the longer the exposure time, the

\[ w(x) = \begin{cases} 
  x, & 0 \leq x < 85 \\
  85 + 2 \ast (x - 85), & 85 \leq x < 171 \\
  252 - 3 \ast (x - 171), & 171 \leq x \leq 255 
\end{cases} \]
Figure 5: Histograms of four different exposure images.

Figure 6: The HDR result image with distortion.
Figure 7: The diagram of histogram based exposure time selection (HBETS) in the example of camera array with four cameras.

Figure 8: Flowchart of histogram based exposure time selection (HBETS).

Table 1: Two Different Enhancement Kernels Adopted in The Proposed Algorithm. (a) Gaussian Kernel. (b) Laplacian Kernel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a) Gaussian kernel</th>
<th>(b) Laplacian kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0751</td>
<td>0.1238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1238</td>
<td>0.2042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0751</td>
<td>0.1238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
more accumulated photons the sensor receives and the larger the pixel value. However, sometimes it is observed that the pixel value in long exposure is smaller than that in short exposure in light of noise. We consider that the pixel having a large value in short exposure, rather than the one in the corresponding long exposure, has a higher chance of noise by reason of noise characteristics. Consequently, there is a correction of the problematic pixel value. The average of eight pixels (which is in the neighborhood of the problematic pixels) in short exposure image is calculated and used to replace the problematic pixel. As shown in Figure 12, the noise (i.e. red dot in Figure 12(a)) is eliminated by the proposed method of pixel correction.

**Integrated Tone Mapping**

There are two major kinds of tone mapping techniques: global tone mapping and local tone mapping. The global tone mapping technique, such as photographic compression, uses a fixed formula for each pixel in compressing HDR image into LDR image.
Figure 11: Comparison of adopting two different weighting functions. (a) HDR image usingDebevec's weighting function, (b) HDR image using the proposed weighting function.

Figure 12: De-noised image by applying the proposed method.
This approach is relatively fast, but it loses detail in high luminance regions. On the other hand, the local tone mapping technique, such as gradient domain compression, refers to nearby pixel values before compression. As a result, all details can be retained, but it takes a lot of computation time. Since both kinds of tone mapping methods have pros and cons, this motivated us to propose a new tone mapping approach that can preserve details in bright regions accompanied with lower computation time. The proposed tone mapping method described in Equation (5) predominantly uses photographic compression and image blending to maintain more comprehensive information efficiently.

\[
I_{\text{result}}(x, y) = (1 - \alpha) \cdot I_{\text{photographic}}(x, y) + \alpha \cdot I_{\text{source}}(x, y)
\]  

(5)

where \(\alpha\) is a Gaussian-like blending coefficient, \(I_{\text{photographic}}(x,y)\) is the pixel value after photographic compression, \(I_{\text{source}}(x,y)\) is the pixel value of the lowest exposure source image, and \(I_{\text{result}}(x,y)\) is the result image. A Gaussian-like blending coefficient is defined as (Equation (6)), where \(I_{\text{threshold}}\) is 0.7 times the maximum luminance, and \(\gamma\) is scaling parameter that ranges from 0 to 1 but cannot equal to zero for image continuity.

\[
\alpha = \gamma \ast \exp\left(-4 \left(\frac{I_{\text{photographic}}(x,y) - 255}{255 - I_{\text{threshold}}}\right)^2\right)
\]  

(6)

Figure 13 (a) to Figure 13 (d) show four input images captured with exposure time 0.33 ms, 2.10 ms, 10.49 ms, and 66.23 ms, respectively, and selected by the proposed HBETS method. Meanwhile, Figure 13 (e) demonstrates photographic tone mapping, and Figure 13 (f) to Figure 13 (h) are images used in the proposed algorithm with the scaling parameters 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2, respectively. Photographic tone mapping lost details in bright regions (e.g., the shape of the lamp and the word near the lamp). In the proposed tone mapping method, large scaling parameter leads to discontinuity and small scaling parameter causes unclear details. Hence, some corrections are put on Equation (7). The idea is firstly to blend two lower exposure source images, which preserves details and also adjusts the brightness for image continuity, and then to use the same equation to gain the result image, as shown in Equation (8).

\[
I_{\text{result}}(x, y) = (1 - \alpha) \cdot I_{\text{photograph}}(x, y) + \alpha \cdot I'_{\text{source}}(x, y)
\]  

(7)
Table 2 shows a detailed computational complexity analysis of code optimization for the proposed algorithm. Experimental results shown in Figure 15 in- dicate that the proposed algorithm preserves more details in the dark region than that of easyHDR. The proposed HBETS approach can also be applied in other configurations, such as 2x2 or 1x4 camera arrays. Figure 15 demonstrates the proposed HDR result image, where Figure 15(a) is the resulting image of easyHDR and Figure 15(b) is the resulting image of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results shown in Figure 15 indicate that the proposed algorithm preserves more details in the dark region than that of easyHDR. The texture and the words inside the box are able to be viewed clearly, and the vibrant scene is present in the result image by applying the proposed method. Comparing the easyHDR result image shown in Figure 16(a) and the result image from adopting the proposed method shown in Figure 16(b), we can see that use of the proposed algorithm generates more saturated images in HDR. Moreover, by observing Figure 15(a), we find that noise increases; noise exists obviously inside the box in the easyHDR result image, and is an important and common issue in HDR imaging technology. The proposed HDR algorithm can prevent this situation and keep the noise influence low, as indicated in Figure 17(b). Keeping details both in light and dark regions of an image is the main target of HDR imaging. As a result, both the output images using the easyHDR and the proposed method reveal more comprehensive information than either one of the source images does. Finally, Figure 18 illustrates a quantitative image quality comparison of the proposed HDR algorithm by using 13 source images, i.e. (a), (c), (e), and (g), and those by using four source images, i.e. (b), (d), (f), and (h). The PSNR (also write out abbreviation) values for the four sets of images are 35.92 dB, 33.54 dB, 36.75 dB, and 33.40 dB, respectively. This shows that the proposed HDR algorithm performs well by adopting only four source images.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments are conducted in an Intel i7 3610QE at 2.3GHz, 16G DDR3 memory, and operating system of Linux Ubuntu 10.04. The camera array consists of four Logitech webcams, as illustrated in Figure 14. Table 2 shows a detailed computational complexity analysis of code optimization for the proposed algorithm. From Figure 2, we can see that the proposed design achieves a 1.79 -fold faster processing speed after code optimization. Moreover, Table 2 also shows that tone mapping and HDR generation are the two most intensive computations which occupy near 70% computation time of the proposed HDR algorithm. To further illustrate the validity of the proposed algorithm, this paper illustrates the HDR imaging results processed by the proposed method, and compares those to a well-known commercial software tool called easyHDR as seen below.

Using the proposed HBETS method, the different exposure times of input images are chosen by a 4x1 camera array, which means four source images are used to generate an HDR image. Of course, the proposed HBETS approach can also be applied in other configurations, such as 2x2 or 1x4 camera arrays. Figure 15 demonstrates the proposed HDR result image, where Figure 15(a) is the resulting image of easyHDR and Figure 15(b) is the resulting image of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results shown in Figure 15 indicate that the proposed algorithm preserves more details in the dark region than that of easyHDR. The texture and the words inside the box are able to be viewed

\[
I_{source}(x, y) = (1 - \beta) I_{source1}(x, y) + \beta I_{source2}(x, y)
\]

where \(\alpha\) is shown in Equation (6), and \(\beta\) is also a Gaussian-like function as illustrated in Equation (9).

\[
\beta = u + v \exp\left(-\frac{4(I_{source2}(x, y) - 255)^2}{255^2}\right)
\]

where \(u\) is a constant value that dominates the weighting of the two images’ pixel values, \(v\) is a scaling parameter and \(I_{source2}\) is the luminance of the second low exposure image.

By using the proposed tone mapping method as described in Equation (8), the resulting image, which retains details in the bright regions and keeps color continuity, can be acquired as shown in Figure 13(e).

In our experiment, the setting of \(\gamma\) as 0.5, \(u\) as 0.1, and \(v\) as 0.4 yields a better result. Comparing Figure 13(e) with Figure 13(a) to Figure 13(d), the word and the texture of the lamp in the scene can be preserved comprehensively by using the proposed algorithm.

DISCUSSION

The proposed HDR system has been implemented on a 4x1 micro camera array so that the four source images can be used to produce the HDR image. The proposed HBETS resolves the problem of extreme environment but not the auto-exposure system. Accompanied with micro camera array, which is now under development to support video recording, the HDR system proposed herein can be applied to various kinds of products to provide abundant information in images. In some special cases, such as scenes which have similar luminance, the HBETS approach might become unstable. Finding camera correlation can improve image quality. This report highlights ways to overcome existing problems in order to make the proposed system more robust in applications.

CONCLUSION

The proposed HDR system not only enhances image contrast but also keeps the image details in light-regions. In addition, the system also reduces noise and its effects. The proposed HDR system in camera array records comprehensive details in extremely low-light scene, which can be applied on smart phones, surveillance systems, car event recorders, HDR movies, etc. This work solves severe conditions,
Table 2: Computation AI Time Analysis of The Proposed Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Execution time (ms)</th>
<th>Before optimization</th>
<th>After optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alignment</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDR generation</td>
<td>61.48</td>
<td>28.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone Mapping</td>
<td>44.99</td>
<td>39.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBETS and data type conversions</td>
<td>23.03</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>181.47</td>
<td>101.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 15: Experimental results of the proposed HDR algorithm preserving more details in the dark regions. (a) resulting image of easyHDR, (b) resulting image of the proposed method.

Figure 16: Experimental results of the proposed HDR algorithm achieving more saturated scene. (a) resulting image of easyHDR, (b) resulting image of the proposed method.

Figure 17: Experimental results of the proposed HDR method avoiding influence of noise. (a) resulting image of easyHDR, (b) resulting image of the proposed method.
such as night vision, and provides better visibility of videos at night. Moreover, for entertainment applications, movies filmed with this technique will produce realistic videos for human visual perception. Higher quality in back-lit scenes can also be achieved by the proposed design. Overall, the proposed HDR system can enable cameras to achieve HDR close to that of the human eye.
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HDR: High Dynamic Range  
HBETS: Histogram Based Expose Time Selection  
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